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Feeling a Draft?

Responding to the purpose of a newly developed draft counseling service at Boise State College, Tim Measner, draft counselor says, "We were set up and funded by the ASB office as a public service . . . to inform students of their rights and obligations to the military.

ASB draft counselors were trained this summer, according to Measner by the Central Committee for conscientious objectors (C.C.O.O.). However, he pointed out, that conscientious objectors' counseling is not its only function. Its purpose is to inform people of their rights and obligations to the draft. That's what we are doing now.

"We were trained in accordance to the draft laws. We're staffed with five counselors at the time, but as the interest is growing we are having more counselors.

"Counselors will be available to students in between classes," be says, "but we'll always have at least one or two counselors in our office. Most of the counseling will be done between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m." Our offices are located upstairs in the College Union Building, next door to the ASB office.

As indicated by the number of students coming in, Larry Oebelrod, draft counselor says, "We are performing a badly needed service at BSC. Eight to ten students were coming into our office daily before the offices were even fully staffed or completely funded, according to Oebelrod.

At registration, we had a table set up and people were extremely interested. It's amazing how ignorant people are about their obligations and laws concerning the draft," Oebelrod says. For instance, "People thinking that their draft number is changed every year."

"I think this center serves a good purpose because we get a lot of questions, very basic things like people wanting to fill out forms when their number is in the 300's."

"Our primary function is not to get people out of the draft, as lots of students think. The idea is to let people know what the draft is and also contain with the draft laws which are constantly changing.

It's important according to Oebelrod, who says, "Draft boards are misleading and the draft laws are very ambiguous. A lot of draft boards will tell you two different things. "We're here to tell people like it is, we'll tell them the truth, what they can do and what they can't do."

"If a person does feel they are qualified to be deferred from the military service, we do have the materials and it's our legal right to tell these people what channels to go through. For instance, getting a conscientious objector status. If a person is medically eligible to be deferred from the draft, we have the information that is necessary for this person to get a deferment. Also, if people want to go so far as to refuse induction, we can suggest and explain and these people their rights concerning refusing induction."

"We are willing to speak to any kind of campus group that wants us to come and talk without getting all preachy about a revolutionary movement. If they want to talk to us personally, we will come."

"We will be talking to the Senate and Finance Board. According to Measner, the idea for the draft board can be vetoed by Pat Knight, ASB President and Marshall Miller, ASB Vice President, from a proposal last year.

We are open to any student who would be interested in joining the military service. We have the materials necessary to explain to this person which branch of the military service would be most fit for him."

Measner suggested there would be referrals in some cases, for example students wanting to "just up" could be sent to the Squaw, an ex-service group on campus, for information on military life.

If a student has been on campus that we are a radical organization, they should come in to talk to us and we can explain to them exactly what our functions are.

"Most of the people that are coming are concerned with 25 deferments. The President did recall all 25 and occupational deferments at the end of the summer and congress will make the final decision on the President's new proposals to the draft as it convenes in September.

"The President does, however, according to Measner, have the authority to regulate the draft as he will."

"Concerning individuals desiring CO information Measner stated, "We don't get anyone out of the service it isn't our purpose. We tell the person their rights and obligations. If a person is interested in getting out of the service, it is up to that person to explain to everything himself."

Other questions asked are "How high are the numbers going to get?" Measner says the Selective Service system predicts the numbers will go to 175 this year and around 154 next year, but "you might get two different stories from two different draft boards."

We people have talked to are pretty optimistic about what we are doing. We have professors on the campus who are helping us. We have lawyers and doctors and individuals who are interested and qualified to answer questions. We have literature concerning the selective service.

Counselors proudly serving BSC students are Dave Thornburg, Jerry Bridges, Marshall Miller, Larry Oebelrod and Tim Measner.

According to Measner, decisions are not made by the counselors about what a student should do but individuals make their own decisions concerning the military service after alternatives are presented by the draft counselor.

We encourage questions of any nature because of the complications and ambiguities of the draft.

The Office of Dyke Nally, Union Director, has announced that the actual physical make up of the building will include a main dining room for dorm students, study-office-conference rooms with comfortable, well-appointed desks, new meeting rooms, two student lounges with fireplaces and study areas, a boardroom with a wooden plaque floor that will not 900 encourage a cozy look. Office, for the Arbiter, ASB and others.

Scheduling rooms for clubs or organizations, will be done through the assistant of operations, Lee Lebaron.

by Helen Christiansen
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ed. Note: Following is a letter written by Pat Ebright, ASB President, originally printed in the Statesman.

ARBITER EDITOR,

The sight of a college president having to beg for extra money for his college is one that we have seen in this state for the past several years. One factor that has also been synonymous with this sight has been that Dr. John Barnes and Boise State College have continually been the beggars.

It is easily apparent that the State Board of Education has a very difficult task in trying to allocate their meager amounts of money to the universities, colleges, and junior colleges of Idaho.

Their job, however, might possibly be made easier, and it is time to raise their educational standards (if they would change their perspective on funding trying to fund schools on the basis of historical superiority is sheer stupidity). Their "Magic Formula" that mathematical absurdity that supposedly gives to all equitably, is not working properly, or being applied property. Maybe it is time to rope other institutions to raise the growth of programs, courses, and buildings at Boise State College.

As designated leader of the students at Boise State College, I commend the Statesman for their position concerning the needs of Boise State College. We students do not want an uncontrolled explosion of growth of students or programs here at BSC. We realize that this kind of explosion would probably hurt the academic excellence of our institution. We, rather, simply ask that our institution be allowed to progress at its present and expected rate.

By adopting the 1970-71 budget, the State Board of Education will be forcing teachers to raise their credit hour teaching loads to those that are far above the state-wide average and nationally recommended teaching loads. It will cause facilities that are already being used to produce more credit hours than any of the other institutions in the state, to force more of a burden placed upon them. It will either cause our students to be crowded into their classrooms, library, or other areas, or simply use them to even enroll at their own state-supported institution.

Regionalism, prejudices, petty disputes, vested interests, and dreams of power all pervade the educational scenery of Idaho. It is time for these to come to a halt, and time for students to start getting what they deserve: a realistic and farsighted approach to the problems of offering a good education to all the students of Idaho.

Sincerely, Patrick Ebright

ASBSC President

Dear Ed. Note:

Following is a letter written by Pat Ebright, ASB President, originally printed in the Statesman.
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Athletics Take Cake

Arbiter
Editorial...

On Sept. 11, BSC students are going to be charged $1 if they want to see their own team play in a stadium built with their own money. In the arrangement between U of I and USC athletic departments, it was agreed that the University of Idaho would "rent" the Boise State football facility, giving BSC students 4,000 seats at a dollar each, and giving 15% of the total gate receipts to Lyle Smith's "general athletics." The general admission tickets were sold out at an early date, thus assuring an excellent take for both schools. My question is this: Why didn't the BSC Athletic Department settle for a slightly smaller percentage of the take, and instead of being so concerned with building up their pet "general" athletic fund, allow BSC students to reap a few benefits. Compared to the amount of money general admission tickets produce, $4,000 isn't really going to make that much difference in total receipts. Sounds to me like the Athletic Department has struck again, flagrantly ignoring the interests of the students...
Free concert
JOSH WHITE
Sept. 10
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Residence hall vacancies
new BSC "Towers"

contact Jon Vestal
Residence housing director
Administration bldg 209 385-1557

No hour policy & visitation hours announced soon

Fully airconditioned and
carpeted
<p>**W**omen's s**port** o**rganization** f**orms**</p>

**What is WAP?** The sport organization committee consists of the interested women students on campus.

**When?** The first organizational meeting will be held September 8th, and volleyball will be the first sport.

**Where?** Gym and auxiliary gym. 

**How?** For information, contact any of the officers in room 20 of the gymnasium or check out the intramural bulletin board in the gym lobby.

**Activities for the Year:**
1. Volleyball
2. Badminton
3. Basketball
4. Tennis
5. Softball

And/or any other sports where sufficient interest is shown.

**Volunteers needed**

Volunteers are needed as supervisors for the BM2 coffee house, sponsored by the Community Youth Council, 8011 Main. Other programs presently under the leadership of CYC include Boise Free School and Theater, contact and referral center offering information, referral to mental health services, and school and family problems.

Volunteers are needed around 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Scope Office on the 3rd Floor of BSC's Administration Building.

**Classified AD**

Classified Ads will be free to BSC students during the month of September. Beginning October 1, BSC students will receive a 50% discount on all classified ads (25 cents for the first 15 words, and 2 cents for each additional word.)

**Attention psychology students**

A special opportunity for Boise State psychology students to work at the Counseling Center is available. Further information is available from Dr. John Phillips, director of the Counseling Center.

**Dr. Dodson Says**

Dear Dr. Dodson:

Do you have any ideas about how a person can get through registration without stimulating (or getting in line?)

Freda with Fatigued Feet and a Face

Dear 49:

No, not off hand. Perhaps a rigorous conditioning program beginning in July would help ease the pain, however.

Dear Dr. Dodson:

What kinds of problems do people have who come to the Counseling Center? Is it mostly for academic planning?

Dear Curious:

Actually, all kinds of concerns are dealt with in the Counseling Center. Probably half of the people who come are concerned primarily with choosing an appropriate academic major or career.

We also have dealt with phobias, marriage problems, frustrations, parenthood problems, sexual problems, and thought of suicide, loneliness, drug problems, drinking problems, job related problems, academic problems, dating problems, self esteem problems, lack of friends problems, roommate problems, and general "getting your head together" problems.

While I have a chance to get in a plug for the Center, I will add that we now have a staff of four counselors. Dr. Max Callow has just joined us after completing work for his Ph. D. degree at Purdue University. The other counselors are Dr. David Torbet, Mrs. Anne Delauer, and myself.

Both individual and group counseling services are available to BSC students, faculty, and staff.

---

**Calendar**

- **September 5 through 11, 1971**
  - Sunday, September 5, 7-8:30 p.m., "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?" (Uniton Movie)
  - Monday, September 6, 1971, LABOR DAY Holiday
  - Tuesday, September 7, 1971, Labor Day Holiday
  - Wednesday, September 8, 1971
  - Thursday, September 9, 1971
  - Friday, September 10, 6:00 p.m., "Jubilee Weekend" (Uniton Concert)
  - Saturday, September 11, 1971, 8:00 p.m., BSC/CU of Idaho Stadium (Alpaca Chi Omega Banquet for Alumni)
STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
FOR NATIONAL-STATE-COUNTY ELECTIONS

REGISTRATION
"My past experience has always been with teacher education or Liberal Arts institutions and I'm very excited about being affiliated with the comprehensive type of institution I find here."

This announcement was made recently by Roger Green, the newly appointed vice president of Financial Affairs who assumed his duties approximately 10 days ago.

Green is the former vice president of Administrative Affairs from Southwest Minnesota State College and he holds a BS in Business Administration and an MS in Personnel Guidance from Kansas State Teachers College.

Green sees himself as a proponent of comprehensive higher education institutions.

"I'm not implying any lack of appreciation for universities that have more specific missions in the professional and graduate levels, but I do have an affinity towards more comprehensive colleges that attempt to serve a wide variety of students beyond the scope of the academic community in which they are located," he said.

Green states that he considers himself to be student oriented; however, he feels that "student oriented" is a cliche that administrators like to use in order to help beat the drum for students and at the same time stay on the side of the administration.

"I am interested in working with Department, from an administrative point of view, that is an orientation that I got early and it's actually part of the carry over from my background in student activities and college union work," he said.

Green graduated from Kansas State Teachers College in 1961 with an undergraduate degree and Bachelor of Science in Business and a minor in psychology. He then went to work in a masters program of science of education and at the same time served as the Director of Student Activities for one year.

He finished his masters in 1962 and then worked for five years as the Director of the Student Union.

In 1966, he became associated with Southwest Minnesota State College where he served as a consultant in the construction and planning of the institution.

When the school opened in 1967, he became the Director of Administrative Affairs and he stayed there through the graduation of its first senior class in June of this year.

"It was a really fantastic experience as far as being able to see and be in on every facet of the development of a college from the ground up. It's full of frustrations and at the same time it's a very comprehensive experience that few people have the good fortune to be a part of," he added.

Roger Green is a past Student Body President of Kansas State and was a recipient of the Outstanding Young Man of America Award in 1970.

He is also listed in the Directory of "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities."

Helen Christianson

John H. Glenn Jr. - America's First Man in Orbit

Sept 22, 1971 8:00pm
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Gonorrhea

Gonorrhea, a type of venereal disease, second only in incidence to syphilis, is one of the most terrifying of all venereal diseases. Syphilis, another type of venereal disease, is the third most prevalent venereal disease in the United States, according to Mr. Arthur Boyle, director of the venereal disease program for Idaho.

Both types of venereal disease have reached epidemic proportions, Mr. Boyle stated. The incidence of gonorrhea in Idaho for the year 1970 was 8,543 cases reported compared to 1,199 for the year 1969. In the last four months, 1971, 762 cases were reported for a five-year period ending in December 1971. In Idaho has been 1,950 cases reported from January to May, 1970, during a lower incidence rate, it is still in epidemic proportions. Eight cases were reported in 1969 and there in 1970. So far this year, eight cases have been reported. But incidence of both diseases is probably much higher according to Boyle, because for each reported case, many others go unreported.

There are four types of symptoms developing in those who have gonorrhea or syphilis. The most common while the other three -- lymphogranuloma inguinale and granuloma venereum -- are usually diagnosed by more specialized medical researchers.

Gonorrhea begins with certain membranes in the body, according to Boyle. These include the urethra in males, the vagina and cervix in females, and the urethra in the male. The symptoms in the female include itching and a sensation of warm discharge. Sometimes complications occur that appear to be similar to appendicitis, he said.

Gonorrhea may attack the values of the heart and brain and the valves of the liver. The eyes may, however, do so.

"Usually there are seven days after exposure to the male, there is a burning and itching sensation that is off and on," Boyle stated.

A diagnosis of gonorrhea is often difficult, he explained. The symptoms may appear at any time up to 30 days after intercourse, although 12 to 14 of the male contacts named as females in carries have no symptoms. Boyle stated that gonorrhea usually has an incubation period of 10 to 90 days.

The first symptom of gonorrhea is a small hard lesion on the penis in the male and female. Boyle stated that in 10 to 20 days after the lesion appears, it goes away without treatment.

In two weeks to six months a rash may appear and may be slight to very slight, he added. In about three weeks the rash goes away without treatment.

After the second stage of the disease may lay dormant for many years or more which leads many doctors to believe that the disease has cured itself. This is non-existent, however.

The symptoms are not to be ignored, Boyle stressed.

As the patient's body becomes weak, the symptoms may appear at any time up to 30 days after intercourse. They may include:

1. A yellow fluid is emitted.
2. There is often a burning sensation accompanying the discharge.
3. The urine may also be blood-colored.
4. The patient's temperature may rise.
5. Pain may be felt in the lower abdomen.

The symptoms are not to be ignored, he said. The possibility of their being a serious and sometimes fatal medical condition. All information must be told by the patient and the doctor's confidence, however. Boyle stressed.

Edward N. "Syphilis can be cured by antibiotics but the damage from the disease is usually irreversible and permanent. General disease can be transmitted to unborn children. If both the baby gets any of the bacteria in his eyes and no corrective measures are taken, the baby may become blind. Most states including Idaho have laws that a cure of solution of liver must be put in the baby's eyes immediately after birth to prevent this. Boyle said.

Many myths about venereal disease are prevalent. Boyle stated that the idea that syphilis can be contracted from doorknobs, dishes, silverware, or from coming heavy showers is completely false, according to Boyle. Just as the idea are that only whores or promiscuous people contract syphilis is unfounded. Boyle said that the incidence of syphilis is higher in low income groups. Boyle stated that the incidence of venereal disease is higher in low income groups and that in high income groups there are more people who are more people who cannot afford to get medical care.

Gonorrhea has been known for the last two thousand years, stated Boyle.

"Archaeologists have found skeletons that are nearly two thousand years old that show the ravages of syphilis on the bones," he quoted. If a person suspects he has a venereal disease, he should contact one of the clinics found around the state such as the one at the District Health Department in Boise. No charge is made for either the examination or the treatment, according to Boyle.

"When a minor goes to one of these clinics, his parents are not notified," Boyle stated. "This is because we believe that some parents may physically chastise their child to the point where they may incapacitate him," he added.

A full necadly executed by the State Legislatice in part.

Gone and gone are the days when the patient had to wait weeks or months for the diagnosis. In Idaho, there are clinics found around the state such as the one at the District Health Department in Boise. No charge is made for either the examination or the treatment, according to Boyle.

"When a minor goes to one of these clinics, his parents are not notified," Boyle stated. "This is because we believe that some parents may physically chastise their child to the point where they may incapacitate him," he added.

A full necadly executed by the State Legislatice in part.

It was, therefore, for this reason that the patient had to wait weeks or months for the diagnosis. In Idaho, there are clinics found around the state such as the one at the District Health Department in Boise. No charge is made for either the examination or the treatment, according to Boyle.

"When a minor goes to one of these clinics, his parents are not notified," Boyle stated. "This is because we believe that some parents may physically chastise their child to the point where they may incapacitate him," he added.

A full necadly executed by the State Legislatice in part.

It was, therefore, for this reason that the patient had to wait weeks or months for the diagnosis. In Idaho, there are clinics found around the state such as the one at the District Health Department in Boise. No charge is made for either the examination or the treatment, according to Boyle.

"When a minor goes to one of these clinics, his parents are not notified," Boyle stated. "This is because we believe that some parents may physically chastise their child to the point where they may incapacitate him," he added.
Riot triggers stabbings, fires, and investigation

Editor's Note: A riot at the Idaho State Prison triggered stabbings, the burning of several buildings, and shouts of obscenities on Tuesday night August 10. Idaho's Governor Cecil Andrus assigned a special commission to investigate the cause and why of the prison upheaval. Members of this commission are Attorney General Tony Park, Ed Williams, KBOI's Al Bush, James Risch, Senator Robert Saxvik, Senator Dean Sumners, and Tom Naegle.

The purpose of the commission is primarily to investigate the causes and be a recommendatory panel to advise the Governor to the causes and why which led up to the riot. Attorney General Tony Park said, "The causes could go back to months, maybe years ago. There may be one or many reasons. There is no real saying that this or that led to the riot or that it was an accumulation of a number of things. We have heard a lot of the philosophy and fact about the Penal System in general." So far the commission has heard testimony from lower bureaucrats and some guards and Wardens Raymond May, radio announcer Bob Salter, and other law enforcement officers.

Among the witnesses was Dave Cypher, a prison inmate on study release at BSC.

If you are from any one of 86 communities in the Intermountain Area, you have a Home Town Bank here in Boise.

...First Security Bank.

This school year, especially, you are invited to bank with good friends with a familiar name.

We not only welcome student accounts, but we go out of our way to help with all financial problems.

In Boise enjoy the advantages of:

- Complete banking service
- Plenty of parking space
- Convenient hours 9:30 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. weekdays
- 4 Auto Banks to serve you
  9th & Bannock
  421 North Orchard
  16th at State
  3301 Chinden Blvd.
- Free or validated parking
- 9th & Idaho
- Vista Village

Drug is available popular and effective

Drug X is the most available and popular drug both on and off campus and job. It affects every major system of the user's body including the kidneys, liver, blood and central nervous system.

When taken in large controlled doses, Drug X is usually harmless but taken in large amounts the drug induces miosis in eyes, mental confusion, gastric bleeding, nausea, and sometimes death.

A key ingredient of Drug X, derived from the acorns from willow bark, has been used to produce fatal malformations in laboratory animals.

Like all drugs, this one has a nickname by which it is popularly known to its users...Aspirin.

ROPER'S

829 Idaho St.

Wear For
Wide Open Spaces
the LEVI'S
America's finest overalls

come meet your friends at the Bronco Hut 1233 Broadway 8-10pm tuesday
10¢ beer 50¢ pitchers 'for' girls only

Happy Hours 4-6 Friday

Remember — Coming Sept. 17th
4th annual Birthday party
New BSC pool to open in Sept. for $380,000

William Nichols

Listening to music while swimming under water is going to be just one of the new ideas incorporated into the Boise State College swimming pool.

The pool is presently under construction and is scheduled for completion around the second week of September, according to swimming coach Bill Jones.

The pool itself is an L-shaped structure and is not a full sized Olympic pool. It is rather a 25 yard short course Olympic with a water capacity of 260,000 gallons.

It will have a high dive measuring three meters and a low dive on one meter with a diving tank 12 feet deep.

For water ballet and for those who are musically inclined, a set of underwater speakers will be installed to play music for the swimmers in the 80 degree water.

Adapting the pool are locker rooms for men and women with each having 124 lockers.

The interior of the pool will be all white, with orange and blue panels along the walls. The pool at the front of the pool will be "true tone" glass which lets in light, but keeps heat out.

A special blow system was installed that will insure a complete exchange of air every six minutes.

The prior tag for all this will run $180,000 and will be financed by student funds.

The facility will be run with student help and classes from engineering to water safety will be taught there. Until the pool is completed, swimming classes will meet regularly "only they won't get wet," quipped Jones.

Pool rules specify only swimming suits allowed in the pool, no cut off wills be permitted on this basis as they would be mandatory unless it is found that the filter will not be able to take on this excess hair.

The pool will be available to all students for pleasure swimming on weekdays from 5:30 to 5:50 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Friday nights will be reserved for the faculty and their families.

In the future the plans are to bring the east wall out further and make room for spectator seating. Also, electronic timing devices will be installed for precise judging of races.

The structure would have been completed earlier but the engineers ran into water table of the Boise River seven feet below the surface during construction.

The engineers could not construct the retaining walls due to the rise and fall of the water table which create a floating diving tank.

Solution? Dig a 12 foot well and use a six inch pump to move the water out from under the pool.

Two hydraulic valves were added to the east side of the pool as a safety precaution. If the six inch pump should fail, the valves will open and allow the water out from under the pool, thus preventing the concrete from floating, and disrupting the buildings construction.

Welcome to Boise State College

Lectric Circle DRIVE IN
1323 BROADWAY
Boise, Idaho

Boise State College has been holding the good luck key to draw quite a number of outstanding athletes this year. From time to time new students and athletes will be featured in sports articles throughout the year in an attempt to present them to the State student body.

This week, Mark Bitich, a world wrestling champion is the center of attention. Bitich is a 4 foot 6 inch freshman mountain who tips the scales at around 400 pounds.

Prior to his enrollment at Boise State, Bitich stacked up quite an interesting history. Currently, he is the heavy weight champion of the world as a Junior Olympian, a member of the U.S. Olympic Team.

Bitich attended Middletown High School where his notable hobby began. All four years, freshman through senior, Mark was on the side at State champion of class B high schools. He was senior year with a flawless record.

Bitich bad to win two tournaments in order to qualify for the world championship contests in Japan last spring. To begin with, he won the Idaho State Federation Wrestling Tournament in February at Boise. From there Mark really started panning in motion. In March he was named Junior Heavy Weight Champion of the World.

Despite all of his other accomplishments Bitich has a grade point average of 3.5 to 3.6 and plans on majoring in science or drama, and is attending Boise State on a full scholarship.

Welcome to Boise State College

BRASS LAMP Pizza & Alc House
Nampa Caldwell McCall
2422 Harri son Hollow
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